State X-Country Team Now Ranks First In Nation

Financial Problem Given as Reason by Dean Conrad For Present Hour Limit

Deep in the heart of the Michigan State campus, Dean Conrad has announced that due to financial problems, the present hour limit will be reduced. The decision was made after careful consideration of the situation, and it is expected that this will have a positive impact on the team's performance.

ASSIGN RODNEY TO C. C. JOB

Former Military Kid to Lead in Charge of Student Work

Rodney, a former military kid, has been assigned to take over the role of student leader. His experience and leadership skills are expected to greatly benefit the student body.

Evolution of Wolverine Marked by Many Changes

The evolution of the Wolverine is a testament to the university's growth and development. From its humble beginnings to its current status, the Wolverine has undergone many changes, reflecting the changing times and the university's commitment to excellence.

TO CELEBRATE 'SPARTAN DAY;' NEXT TUESDAY

Vienna Choir Here Friday

SOUPS HOST TO FROST TONIGHT AT HUGE ROAST

By organizing a huge roast, the soup society is looking to celebrate the occasion of Spartan Day. The Vienna Choir will perform as part of the festivities.

TO GIVE PRIZES IN FINAL DRIVE

Sales Count for Subscriptions to Yearbook to Begin December 4.

Captain Hicks Completes Over Eight Years Service

A new era has begun as Captain Hicks, who has completed over eight years of service, steps down. His dedication and hard work have been instrumental in the team's success, and he will be greatly missed.

U. OF D. FETES STATE LEADERS

Spartan Campus Leaders to Have Dinner in Charge of Student Work

The university's leaders are scheduled to have a dinner in charge of student work. This event is expected to bring together the leaders to discuss important issues and plans.

SEVEN ARTS WILL PRESENT CINEMA

Club is Planning to Bring Variety Plays to Lansing

The Seven Arts Club is planning to bring a variety of plays to Lansing. This event is expected to attract a large audience and showcase the talent of the students.

CAPTAIN HICKS COMPLETES OVER EIGHT YEARS SERVICE

A new era begins as Captain Hicks, who has completed over eight years of service, steps down. His dedication and hard work have been instrumental in the team's success, and he will be greatly missed.

Captain Hicks, who has been serving as the team's captain for over eight years, has decided to step down. His contributions to the team have been invaluable, and he will be missed by all.

PLAN EMPLOYMENT IN COLLEGE PROGRAM

The university is planning to employ students in the college program. This will provide students with valuable experience and help them prepare for their future careers.

PANHELL LISTS BANQUET PLANS

The Panhellenic is planning to host a banquet. Details for the event will be announced soon.
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The Spartan Merry-Go-Round
By B. L. EDWARDS II

The Freewill Inn near Bollingbrook

"Why Can't This Night go on Forever?"
By First Nighter

Stahle Predicts Conflict in Relations Club Talk

New Stationery Items

HOLIDAY TRAVEL

HERE'S Energy FOR YOU!

On Court or Campus, you'll find the family can keep an eye on the help of Shredded Wheat.

For forty years, these golden, crisp-baked loaves have been the favorite package food of active folks. Tasteful alone, they win you. But Shredded Wheat has a bonus to offer. It brings you all the essential elements of whole wheat, the protein, vitamins, carbohydrates and minerals. And brain, measured for you by Nature. Just 100% whole wheat with nothing added, nothing taken away.

For Shredded Wheat for at least ten days and see if it doesn't put a new spring in your step. No waiting. When you order, it's ready cooked, ready to eat. Just pour or milk or cream and top with your favorite fruit. All campus eating places.

Navy Club

Gamma Phi

Hotel Olds

Thanksgiving Nite, Nov. 30

1.45 per couple

THE VITALLY DIFFERENT FOOD

A product of NATIONAL Biscuit Company "Spectra Wheat"
Social Week-end To Be Unusually Full With Four Parties Planned; Harvest Ball is in Union Friday

The approach of Thanksgiving vacation means unusually full schedule of parties is planned by college organizations. In fact, there being only the Harvest Ball, one fall and two radio parties scheduled. Laraine and East Alpha, however, have had license from the Head Office and are planning a short dance on Thursday night which will be both a pajama and a dinner dance party. The theme, "Night in Paris" is being planned and much interest is being shown in it.

Harry Roll is in Union Friday night with a party followed by his annual Thanksgiving dinner. The Head Office has given permission for the weekly party, and the group is looking forward to the event. The theme is "Night in Paris" and the first part of the evening will consist of a pajama party. The guests are asked to bring pajama suits and to wear them. Miss Elise Cusson is in charge of decorations and will see that the atmosphere is Parisian. The group will eat midnight refreshments while listening to music from the piano. At the close of this entertainment the Head Office will serve Thanksgiving dinner. The Head Office has given the group permission to serve the dinner on the floor in the dining room where the guests may eat with the Head Office around the table. The entertainment following the dinner will consist of a dance party. The group plans to serve the dinner in a simple manner. The Head Office has been invited to attend the vigil and has accepted. The group has approved the entertainment plans.

Genial Leader to Appear Here

S. W. L. BULLETIN


dr. Barbara Bedford


east editor

HOUR

S. A. F. Entertain Chi Omega at Formal Affair Last Fri.

We are now showing a Complete Line of

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Variety & Gift Shop

59c per box

is an ideal Christmas Gift

We have a nice assortment of colors and sizes!

Also

M. S. C. STATIONERY

Priced from

39c to 85c

State College Book Store

OUR CODE:

Give the customer a square deal—

$17.95

$27.95

Also New Arrivals in Dance Trunks.

Come in and see them at

Grayce Shoppe

No. 2 second floor.

Coral Gables

Three Big Nites

THURS. -- FRI. -- SAT.
Dec. 1st. Dec. 2nd
THE LOUISVILLE LADIES
America's Renowned Club Band

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

Chesterfield

the cigarette that's MILDER than other cigarettes

CIGARETTES are made of tobacco, wrapped in paper, and they may look alike; but that doesn't mean that they are alike. Chesterfield Cigarettes are not like other cigarettes. The tobacco is not like the tobacco used in other cigarettes. It is mild, ripe—not harsh, or strong.

Then again, Chesterfields taste better. They are seasoned in the right way with the right kind of Turkish Tobacco. There is nothing flat or tasteless about them.

You're telling me "They Satisfy"!
Radio Station W8SH Is Heard in Many Countries

Valuable Experience Gained in Operation of Short Wave Broadcast

L. DAVID STARR

Radio Station W8SH is heard in many countries and throughout the country in display.

Societies at M.S.C.

Societies at Michigan State College.

STU'DENTS HOLIDAY PAGES
Special Holiday Pages Only in the English Department

Drama to Have Novelt Setting
Replicas of Original Scenes to Be Used in Production of Christmas Play

Musical and Tea Are Offered by Sigma Alpha Iota
Honorary Sorority Presents Program for Faculty of Music Department

Blood Drive by Medical Society

At State Friday and Saturday

Former Dancing Classes to Open
S. W. L. to Sponsor Instruction in Gymnasium

COMPLETE PLANS OF HARVEST BALL
Name Committee in Charge of Annual Fall Event

NOW
“Swan Capacity Pen”
Only $2.75

OUR POSSIBILITIES OF INCREASING THE MICHIGAN STATE NEWS TO A BIMONTHLY PUBLICATION COMPAREABLE TO STUDENT NEWSPAPERS PUT OUT BY COLLEGES OF SIMILAR RATING HINGES ON A POSSIBILITY THAT OUR PRESENT ADVERTISERS WILL MANIFEST CONTINUOUS SATISFACTION WITH RESPONSES TO THEIR APPEALS IN THESE COLUMNS.

WHENEVER POSSIBLE PATRONIZE THOSE ADVERTISERS WHOSE NAMES APPEAR IN THESE COLUMNS
SPARTAN GRIDGERS CLOSE SEASON AT DETROIT

Six Gridmen Close Careers
In Detroit Tit; Doug Nott
Is Titans' Biggest Threat

Six Gridmen Close Careers In Detroit Tit; Doug Nott Is Titans' Biggest Threat

ART BUSS
RANKED MOST VALUABLE GRIDGER BY MANY

So Round, so Firm, so Fully Packed

Luckies draw easily—burn evenly

It's easy to see why so many women prefer Lucky Strike. Luckies are fully packed with long strands of choice tobacco, round and firm to the very tips. That means Luckies always draw easily, always burn smoothly. It also means no annoying loose ends to cling to lips or mess up the nice things in a woman's purse. And every day more and more women are showing their appreciation by saying "Luckies please".
RESERVES ROUT FROSH STARS IN GAME 13 TO 0

Frosh team defeated by City West Wednesday night.
PASSES BRING SCORE
Frosh and varsity score for the best team.
Checked.

VanAlstyne Drills Cage Men For Season Opener

CUE ARTIST SHOWS SKILL AT RAINBOW

Johus Lurie, National Ed. Comm. on Exhibition.

TANKMEN BEGIN HARD SCHEDULE

Beat Jones Call for Variety and Freshman Swimming.

NATIONAL SPORT SUMMARY

DR. TOM O'FERRY

PATING AND BARBS TO SPEAK AT ANN ARBOR

ENTER LIVESTOCK IN CHICAGO SHOW

Ag Department Grains Needs for Exhibition.

APL CHECKS LONG RECORD OF SERVICE

Continued from page 4.

SUPERB EAGLE-LEADING FOREIGN STUDENTS

Constitution Club invited to Home of Mrs. Statler.

FORESTRY DEPARTMENT WILL HUNT RABBITS SUN.

A review of hunter laws will be featured.

State News

EUNOMIAN, TIC FRATS IN LEAD

S. A. E., Alpha, and Phi Kappa Tau Win.

CRAWFORD WINS NOVEL, ACQUIRED RUN


FORESTRY DEPARTMENT WILL HUNT RABBITS SUN.

A review of hunter laws will be featured.